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Robotic Surgery - A view from close quarters

As a patient, I was ushered into a  hospital room equipped with the   
da Vinci Robotic Surgical System, from  Intuitive Surgical, California, the 
global leader in  robotic-assisted minimally invasive surgery. After about 
five hours under anaesthesia, I woke up to hear that my operation was 
over.  Only some patches in the abdomen  remained to indicate the com-
pletion of surgery.

The da Vinci Robotic surgical system is among the latest evolution 
of minimally invasive surgical procedures, made possible by  the coming 
together of engineering and medical disciplines. And it has given rich divi-
dends to both the sectors, enhancing their capabilities manifold, and of 
course, benefiting the common man as well.

In the da Vinci Robotic Surgical System, three or four robotic arms 
are inserted into the patient through small incisions in the abdomen. One 
arm is a camera, two act as the surgeon's hands and a fourth arm may be 
used to move obstructions out of the way.  The surgeon, seated at a nearby 
console,  uses a viewfinder which provides a three dimensional image of 
the surgical field, and his hands are placed in special devices that  accurate-
ly direct the instruments. The robotic arms filter out   tremors, if any,  in 
the physician's hands and also increase his range of motion. This enhanced 
precision is especially helpful  during the delicate portions of procedures. 
The benefits over traditional open procedures  are many, to name a few:

·      Shorter hospital stay
·      Less blood loss
·      Less pain
·      Fewer complications, including less risk of infection
·      Faster return to normal activities
·      Lower overall cost
  This emerging field of robotic-assisted, minimally invasive surgery 

provides technology and procedural innovation across cardiac, thoracic, 
urologic, gynaecologic, colorectal, paediatric and general surgi-
cal disciplines.

 The surgical system represents the  trend of fostering in-
terdisciplinary co-operation  among various fields. This is the 
way to go for solving the many complex  societal problems.  
The benefits flow from emergent properties in the system 
which may not be present in any individual discipline. 

Editor’s Desk
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Nature Line

Thorn Apple
A Wonder Medicine for Piles

A medicinal plant commonly known by the local name Ummam in 
South India is a quick growing wild perennial herb common in rural and 
semi forest areas of Kerala. It is believed to be a native to Central and 
South America, and introduced in Africa, Asia, Australia and Europe. Its 
scientific name is Datura stramonium, and is also often cited as Dattura 
innoxia or Dattura metel. It is known by different names like thorn apple, 
downy thorn apple and Indian apple in English, dhattura, dusthara, un-
matta and durdhura in Sanskrit, dattura in Hindi, ummam in Malayalam 
and lovache, moonflower, sacred datura, nacazcul, toloatzin, tolguache or 
toloache in other languages. It is a species in the family Solanaceae.

Ummam is an annual shrubby plant that typically reaches a height 
of 60 to 150 centimetres. The root is long, thick, fibrous and white. The 
stem is stout, erect, leafy, smooth, and pale yellow-green. The stem forks 
off repeatedly into branches and at each fork forms a leaf and a single, erect 
flower. The leaves are approximately 8–20 cm long, smooth, toothed, soft, 
irregularly undulate. The upper surface of the leaves is dark and green, 



and the bottom is light green. The leaves have a bitter and nauseating taste, 
which is imparted to extracts of the herb, and remains even after the leaves 
have been dried. 

Its stems and leaves are covered with short and soft grayish hairs, giv-
ing the whole plant a grayish appearance with a blue or white shade. It has 
elliptic entire-edged leaves with pinnate venation. All parts of the plant 
emit a foul odor similar to rancid peanut butter when crushed or bruised, 
although most people find the fragrance of the flowers to be quite pleas-
ant when they bloom at night. The flowers look like creamy-white, long, 
large bells. Colour may also be yellow, red or violet. The pleasantly-scented 
trumpet-shaped, 12–20 cm  long flowers are immensely varied, and can be 
single or double. They first grow upright, and later incline downward. It 
flowers from early summer until late fall. 

The fruit is an egg-shaped spiny capsule, about 5 cm in diameter. The 
seed capsule is covered with numerous conical humps and a few spines. 
It splits open when ripe dispersing the seeds. Umman has been planted 
throughout the world as an ornamental plant for its attractive large leaves, 
large white flowers, and distinctive thorny fruit. 
Medicinal Use

All parts of Datura plants contain dangerous levels of poison and may 
be fatal if ingested by humans and animals including livestock and pets. 
In some places it is prohibited to buy, sell or cultivate Datura plants. The 
seeds, as well as the entirety of this plant, act as deliriants (causing delirium) 
and have controlled use as medicine. They have a high probability of over-
dose when consumed as medicine. The use of Datura plant for medicinal 
purpose is, and should be, under strict control.

Datura inoxia, like other Datura species, contains the highly toxic al-
kaloids atropine, hyoscine (scopolamine), and hyoscyamine. Datura metel 
is one of the 50 fundamental herbs used in traditional Chinese medicine. 
The Aztecs used it for many therapeutic purposes, such as poultices for 
wounds. Although the Aztecs warned against madness and hallucination, 
many native Americans have used the plant as an entheogen for hallucina-
tions and rites of passage. The alkaloids of these plants are very similar to 
those of other highly poisonous plants, and were used very cautiously for 
effective pain relief in antiquity.

Ummam has long been used as an extremely effective treatment for 
asthma symptoms. The active anti-asthmatic agent is atropine, which caus-
es paralysis of the pulmonary branches of the lungs, eliminating the spasms 
that cause the asthma attacks. The leaves are generally smoked either in 
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a cigarette or a pipe. This practice of smoking datura to relieve asthma 
has its origins in traditional Ayurvedic medicine in India. After this was 
discovered during the late 18th century by James Anderson, the English 
Physician-General of the East India Company, the practice quickly be-
came popular in Europe. 

The fruits and roots of ummam are used in different Ayurveda medi-
cines. The leaves are narcotic. They are used in the treatment of asthma. 
Ummam is also a major ingredient of Kanaka Asava, a preparatory Ayur-
vedic medicine. It is used for the treatment of Rabies. The leaves of this 
plant help in the treatment of swelling due to the bite of vipers and poi-
sonous insects. Use of fresh leaf juice, four drops in sour buttermilk, con-
tinuously for five days is said to be an effective treatment for hemorrhoids.  

 Datura intoxication typically produces a complete inability to 
differentiate reality from fantasy (delirium as contrasted to hallucina-
tion), hyperthermia, tachycardia, bizarre, and possibly violent behavior 
or severe mydriasis with resultant painful photophobia that can last 
several days. Pronounced amnesia is another commonly reported ef-
fect. There can be variation in toxins from plant to plant, and a giv-
en plant's toxicity depends on its age, where it is growing, and local 
weather conditions. These wide variations make Datura exceptionally 
hazardous to use as a drug. In traditional cultures, users needed a great 
deal of experience and detailed plant knowledge so that no harm re-
sults from using it. Such knowledge is not widely available in modern 
cultures, so many unfortunate incidents result from ingesting Datura. 
In the 1990s and 2000s, the United States media contained stories 
of adolescents and young adults dying or becoming seriously ill from 
intentionally ingesting Datura.

[CGS]

Just because you've made mistakes doesn't mean your  
mistakes get to make you. Take notice of your 

inner critic, forgive yourself, and move on. 
- Robert Tew
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Memory Line

In Memoriam
Dr APJ Abdul Kalam

Khalil Gibran had likened parents 
with “bows from which the children 
as living arrows are sent forth”. On 
October 15, 1931, an arrow tarted 
its trajectory from Rameswaram in 
South India and found its target on 
Raisina Hill, New Delhi in 2002. It 
had an unusually long name – Avul 
Pakir Jainulabdeen Abdul Kalam. 
And, that was none other than the 
legendary APJ Abdul Kalam!

Thirty five years ago In 1980, he elevated India to the sixth position in 
the elite club of space faring nations with the first satellite launch vehicle, 
SLV – 3 that paved the way to our current honorable placein the space map 
of the world. Then he moved on to research and development for India’s 
defence.  He gifted to the nation an array of missiles, which earned him the 
pet name, “Missile Man”. He took the initiative in conducting nuclear ex-
plosion tests in 1998, as a logical step to integrate missiles and warheads. The 
year 2002 saw him as the President of India. There have been Presidents ear-
lier who could come close to Plato’s ideal of a “Philosopher-King”, such as  
Dr. S. Radhakrishnan and Dr. Zakir Hussain. Never did a“Scientist-King” 
inhabit the Rashtrpathi Bhavan except Dr. Kalam who broke all protocol 
to come down to earth to the common man. That is what made him the 
most accessible, people’s President. After his tenure as the 11th President 
of India that ended in 2007, he pursued, with increased vigor, his love for 
writing and lecturing, particularly to youngsters. Interacting with young-
sters was perhaps a recreation for him. He probably wished, along with 
Kahlil Gibran, to be “free from the kind of greatness which does not bow 
before children”. He breathed his last while speaking to students of the 
Indian Institute of Management, Shillong, Meghalaya in North-Eastern 
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India. Death must have approached him hesitantly; but then, it is ines-
capable! Yet,what a fitting and easy end for a karmayogi while engrossed 
in his favorite recreation! Curiously, he had instructed that there be no 
holiday upon his death; that there should be an extra working day,instead.

In his 84-year long life, Dr. Kalam proved himself as an engineer, sci-
entist, leader, statesman, visionary, and above all, a human being par ex-
cellence. This rare combination earned him every conceivable honor and 
award, which he wore lightly. His disarming humility never left him even 
at the pinnacle of accomplishments. He never ignored the humblest of 
men he met on his way up in life. He was beyond all parochial preferences. 
He taught youngsters to dream – not while sleeping but when awake. He 
could not find time to take a wife. Instead, he remained wedded to a lofty 
mission – building a developed India. After giving his motherland more 
than his share, this great soul departed on July 27, 2015, leaving a vacuum 
hard to fill. Clearly, no great gift can be grafted on anything less than a 
great soul!

Some people never die in the sense that Kalidasa lives forever. Right 
from birth they seem to be keenly aware of the mission destiny has placed 
upon their hands. They steadfastly follow their mind’s compass. After ful-
filling one mission, they move over to the next as if in a hurry to reach as 
many goals as they can within the time allotted to them – long or short. 
But before moving to fresh pastures, they make sure to leave behind some 
disciples trained fully to carry the torch forward.  Centuries ago, Lao Tzu 
wrote: “A leader is best when people scarcely know he exists … When 
his work is done, his aim fulfilled, they will say, ‘We did this ourselves’”. 
No doubt, Lao Tzu would approve of Dr.  Kalam!

Death at the age of 84 – Premature?  Hardly!  Untimely? Yes, in the 
case of   Dr. Kalam, no doubt!  His end was as sudden as it was unex-
pected. His departure has plunged the nation into abysmal gloom. The 
entire nation grieves. This distressing event brings back to us the words of 
Jawaharlal Nehru spoken soon after the death of Gandhiji: “The light has 
gone out of our lives and there is darkness everywhere … that was no 
ordinary light. In a thousand years that light will still be seen … and it 
will give solace to innumerable hearts.”
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Note:- Copy of the letter received from Rashtrapati Bhavan when  
Dr APJ Abdul Kalam was President of India.

The best tribute to Dr (Dear) APJ Abdul Kalam will be for all In-
dians to rededicate themselves to the task of realizing his dream of a 
developed India in the nearest possible future.

[P Radhakrishnan (PR), a close associate of Dr A P J Abdul Kalam, 
retired as  Dy. Director of LPSC/ISRO. He was selected in 1985 to be the 
first astronaut from India to fly in the US Space Shuttle and underwent 
training at  IAF Facilities in India and later at NASA.  But consequent 
to the Space Shuttle (Challenger) disaster in January 1986, his space flight 
was cancelled. PR is in the Editorial Board of EKL and is a regular con-
tributor of articles.]                       
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The Indian Floor Art
Decorating the Home Front

The art of decorating the floor is a 
unique aspect of Indian heritage. It is 
practiced all over the country but it is 
known by different names in the vari-
ous states. The Kannadiga name for 
it is Hase, while in Andhra Pradesh 
it is Muggulu. This floor art, which 
is known as Rangoli in Maharash-
tra and Gujarat, becomes Alpana in 
Bengal and Assam, Kolam in Tamil-
nadu and Pookkalam in Kerala. 
Kolam

Kolam in Tamilnadu is a very integral part of the culture. One cannot 
imagine a Tamil Brahmin home without the neat and symmetrical deco-
ration at the entrance to greet guests. The kolam, which is made of rice 
flour, is considered as an auspicious symbol. The Hindus believe that this 
decoration not only guards the home against evil spirits but also welcomes 
Laxmi the Goddess of wealth.  During the olden days the women of the 
villages used to wash the entrances of their homes with cow dung before 
applying the kolams. But now this practice is dying out owing to urbani-
zation. The mud paths have given way to cemented entrances. The rice 
powder is now being replaced by finely ground stone powder as it is not 
only easier to apply but also imparts a brighter look to the kolam. However 
in crowded places like temples rice flour mixed with water is used to make 
this design. This is to ensure that it does not get spoilt.

The beauty of the kolam is enhanced when brick red powder is applied 
as an outline of the design. This is done on special occasions. Kolam is 
also closely associated with religious festivities. During the Krishna Jayanti 
festival, tiny baby feet are drawn right from the entrance to the puja room. 
These foot imprints are made with white rice flour. This custom signifies 
the belief that the divine child Krishna enters each home to partake of the 
delicacies prepared in anticipation of his arrival.

Art Line
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Mid-December ushers in a season of festivities. The cities and villag-
es of Tamilnadu witness a profusion of kolam designs everywhere. The 
women compete with each other in drawing the most perfect works of art. 
There are various devices available which enable the user to create various 
designs. There are plates and boxes with tiny holes etched into designs on 
them. These containers are filled with kolam powder and tapped on the 
floor, to produce the loveliest works of art. Then there are rollers which 
can be filled with powder and dragged around to create various patterns.

There are varieties of kolam designs. For instance, there is the pulli 
kolam which consists of pullis or dots arranged in a specific order. These 
dots are joined to form picturesque patterns.

The designs are made by joining the dots either in straight lines or by 
linking one loop to the next to form twisted chains. Beautiful patterns 
emerge when the latter method is followed. Lines are also drawn freehand 
to form geometrical designs.
The Pookkalam or the floral carpet

Kerala too is famous for its floral floor decoration known as Pook-
kalam. This art form is closely associated with Onam the chief festival of 
Kerala. This season is ushered in with the welcome accorded to Mahabali 
who according to popular lore was the beloved king of Kerala. He was 
sent to the nether world by Vamana the dwarf incarnation of Vishnu. It 
is believed that Mahabali returns every year to visit his subjects. The Pook-
kalam or the floral decoration is very much a part of the welcome rituals. 
This decoration is also known as Athappookkalam because the ceremonies 
begin on the day of Atham which is an auspicious day in the Malayalam 
calendar. The celebrations continue for 10 days.

The Athappookkalam is usually circular with a diameter of four to five 
metres. The outline of the circle is drawn with white clay or dough. Each 
day, a ring of flowers and leaves is added to it. This ritual is carried out for 
10 days culminating on the day of Thiruvonam which also marks the end 
if the 10-day festival. It is on that day that the Athappookkalam assumes its 
final shape and size. The rings symbolize the presence of divine entities. A 
clay idol of Vamana is placed in the centre of the decoration.

It is also at this time that nature is at its most bounteous. Diverse varie-
ties of flowers are used for the Athappookkalam. One particular kind of 
flower is used on each day of Onam and it forms the main feature of the 
decorations of the day.
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Rangoli
The tradition of Rangoli which dates right back to ancient times is 

believed to have originated in Maharashtra from where it spread to the 
rest of the country. Colourful Rangoli patterns were drawn on the floor at 
the entrance not only to welcome guests but also because this custom was 
associated with auspiciousness.

The practice of drawing Rangoli is especially prevalent during Diwali.
A coarse powder derived from soft white stone is used for making Ran-

goli patterns. This soft stone is known as Shirgola. In the Konkan region 
rangoli is made with the white ash derived from burnt paddy husk.

Before beginning the drawing of the design, the floor is swept spanking 
clean. The surface is smeared with cow dung which is then allowed to dry. 
Four lines of Rangoli are drawn on the dried cow dung as it is believed that 
the surface, covered with cow dung but without Rangoli on it, is inauspi-
cious.

Vibrant colours are used in filling the Rangoli patterns. There are two 
types of Rangoli designs. In one type, the pattern consists of lines, cones 
and circles while in the other style, the designs are mainly ornamental. 
One can find drawings of leaves, flowers, animals and birds in this type.  
Other popular motifs include the conch shell, the Swastika, the sun and 
the moon. 

Rangoli is derived from the Sanskrit word Rangavalli. It is an absolute 
must for both holy festivals and auspicious occasions like weddings.

[Padma Mohan Kumar]
 

Airplane Passengers
Safer at Back Seats

Airplane passengers seated in the back have a better chance of sur-
viving a crash than those in the front, as per a 2007 study that looked 
at 20 commercial flight crashes between 1971 and 2007. Upon study-
ing the survival rates of passengers in different sections of  airplanes, it 
was estimated that the rear cabin has a 69% survival rate in the event 
of a crash, whereas those in the first class cabin have a 49% chance of  
survival. Another 2013 study also reached the same conclusion.
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Health Line

Experts of Emotional Intelligence are of the opinion that fear is the 
most primal and in evolution, it has a special prominence. Perhaps, more 
than any other emotion, it is crucial for survival. Fear motivates more 
powerfully, more persuasively, and more physiologically than any other 
emotion. The basic principle is simple. People want to avoid loss more 
than they want to acquire gain. They are more motivated by the threat of 
losing than we are by the prospect of winning. 

Fear impairs your capability to logically assess a situation. Business 
people know that the more they make you panic, the more likely you are 
to fall into their trap. And they mostly succeed. That is why they are so 
good at siphoning off money, especially from more vulnerable people like 
seniors. 

Fear is a disturbed state of mind which affects the proper function-
ing of the body systems shattering desirable health state. The disturbance 
of the mind is caused by the feeling of the possibility of happening of 
something undesirable. Fear  directly or indirectly orient to death. Death 
is inevitable for live forms in general. But each live form wants to avoid 
it. In purana there is a story like this. Kamsa was driving his sister to her 
husband's house after her marriage, when he heard an asareeri (bodyless 
voice) that the eighth son of her sister would kill him. Suddenly he got 
enraged and tried to cut off his sister's head pulling her by the hair, and 
thus to avoid his death. It was due to the intense fear that caused Kamsa's 
sudden reflection. 

Since it affects health (which may cause death, the inevitable) one 
wants to pluck reason for fear, throwing away money. The marketing im-
plications of this insight are enormous. And smart marketers have been 
taking advantage of fear for years. In modern world, the general public 
dare to spend any amount of money to mitigate fear on which businesses 
get benefitted.

In spite of the availability of all the information through various sourc-
es including the Internet, we seem to rely on some expert to educate us. 
Anyone with an opinion today is easily deemed an expert. Anyone can 
use phrases like research shows without a shred of evidence to back up their 
claims. Some of these so-called experts may be leaders in their fields, but 

Fear Psychosis
Driving Business
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it is usually impossible to know the upfront. As long as any expert has your 
attention, their game is working.

Problems cause fear. If you do not have them, there are several peo-
ple including your friends and professional experts to highlight them and 
make you convinced that you really have them.  Advisors have a major role 
in creating fear. They do more harm than good. Getting scared on flimsy 
grounds has become natural for humans. They tend to believe others on 
unfounded arguments and isolated examples. They easily fall prey to ab-
sorbing oratory and get tangled in fear. Fear generally comes from external 
sources. Well, for any problem someone has the perfect solution, provided 
you have enough money to pay to get it right away. Solution providers have 
their own ways of scaring you into agreeing to their offerings. 

Fear may be controlled by control of mind. For that we must recognize 
that we are solely responsible for the thoughts our minds produce. While 
we cannot stop our thinking process completely, we can take control over 
them and create moments of peace for ourselves.

Basic needs of man are food, shelter and cloth. His earnings in excess 
of meeting these needs contributes to affluence. Affluence is a factor that 
is exploited by people who make money out of fear. With affluence one 
becomes ready to spend it partly or wholly to mitigate fears to which he 
is driven. Fear industry looks at this affluence and creates products sup-
posed to mitigate fears. People with affluence are dragged into these fears to 
empty their pockets in favour of the fear industry. Here are a few examples 
to note the running of the fear industry.

The prefixing of anti to words indicating undesirable qualities make 
big market for many products.  A host of companies make products with 
anti tag that promise you instant sanitation. It has been seen that if you 
sell products that kill germs, you make big profit. Consumers’ fear about 
dirt and germs is so aggravated that anything with an anti tag will easily 
sell. Many product names start with the prefix anti indicating their power 
to fight a very undesirable condition.  We may see an entire class of prod-
ucts that fight humanity’s most natural process - aging. Beauty companies 
would have you believe that the solution to growing older lies in ill-proven 
products. Anti-aging creams, balms, and sprays will set you back finan-
cially, but may not stop you looking old and make you young.  It should 
be remembered that over the years, researchers have discovered that the 
love of antibacterial products has had negative repercussions like antibiotic-
resistant superbugs and an increase in allergies. 

Obesity advertisements uphold that carrying extra weight will lead to 
severe health hazards and diminished social status. You simply must combat 
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those extra weight through diet pills and fad diets contributing heavily to 
weight loss industry. 

Security is the opposite of fear. It stands to reason that the security in-
dustry, which sells products and services that protect your body and assets, 
makes big money out of the fear psychosis.  The funny thing about security 
systems is that not all of it works. The security industry knows that the 
more paranoid you feel, the more likely you are to put your hard-earned 
money towards their products. 

Dogs and cats have been companions of man for centuries. Many peo-
ple keep them as pets. In spite of the fact that they can live happily in 
normal domestic surroundings, owners spend money on a lot of extras for 
them. It is the fear of the unpredictable that keeps them buying extras in 
the name of pet safety and well-being and pushes them into the play of the 
fear industry.  

The media mainlines fear for profit. On any given day, the newspapers, 
websites, and TV shows that make up the mainstream media will tell you 
about baby killers, deadly wild animals, conspiracies, crashes, fires, and ter-
rorists. Once the media ratchets up your anxiety with scary stories, you’ll 
keep turning to it for answers, or at least updates. Meanwhile, the media 
profits off the advertisers, impressions, ratings, pageviews, and all that other 
soft currency that results from your sustained attention. 

Religion has been upheld as the ultimate solution to reign in the sin-
ners and strays among us. Using it to condemn anyone who is not living a 
morally fit existence is quite the norm. When it comes to religion, people 
choose to listen to those who frighten them with the miseries of their abode 
in hell if they continue these sinful acts. They are forced to agree into offer-
ings to gods to get out of their sins.

Death insurance, life insurance, dismemberment insurance, disability 
insurance, accident insurance, property insurance and what not; you could 
insure against any undesirable happening, if you so desired. But how many 
of these so-called safety contracts do you really need? If you’re scared of 
everything, well, you need them all. And you’ll fatten a few business. 

Banks offer products to protect you on appropriate payment against 
those worrisome possibilities of financial fraud, however remote they actu-
ally are. So you bank on bank and fall into several schemes offered, bring-
ing more benefits to bank than to you. In many cases, however, you should 
be more worried about the bank taking your money than losing it. 

The wellness industry focuses on preventing illness instead of fighting 
it once it has appeared. The industry, which covers everything from mas-
sage to supplements, plays an important role in keeping everyone fit and 
well-nourished. But that does not stop the industry from scaring you into 
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buying their goodies. Health activists insist that, unless you follow their 
prescribed patterns of behaviour, your risk of becoming ill will increase. 

Drug companies profit from treating diseases, not curing them. So the 
more conditions there are to treat, the more drugs a drugmaker can sell. 
Needless to say, Big Pharma is not interested in curing you. It is interested 
in keeping you sick—and swallowing its pills. No wonder they spend way 
more on marketing than on R&D. 

Thanks to a convoluted healthcare system, some doctors are now 
screwing us. At some point during their training, they learn that mak-
ing us better involves potentially unnecessary tests and procedures. Some 
medical professionals act like businesspeople when you are scared enough 
to trust that every referral, procedure, and medication they give you is, in 
fact, necessary to make you better. 

You will do anything to avoid getting a computer virus. Thanks to a 
few bad ones, we are convinced that horrible things will happen to our 
computers. Ignorance about technical helps fuel the mass hysteria. Thus 
we bump up our weekly anti-virus download and buy all the proposed 
fixes so as not to take any chances.

People have made the shift from managing own lives to seeking an 
expert for everything - life coaches, spiritual guides and organizers. What 
is wrong with accepting that you are not the most organized person, or 
that you need to get higher degree to move ahead at work? Of course, we 
do have a lot of environmental problems which are impossible to ignore. 
But there have been improvements, too. When it comes to the environ-
ment, fear just seems to be the proven formula. You can now buy a host of 
green products that you may or may not need – and that may or may not 
help the environment, depending on who is peddling them. Advertisers 
will still play on your most neurotic tendencies to squeeze out those extra 
consumer currency.

Even if you are competent to make intelligent decisions, you feel comfort-
able to hire a consultant to advise you. Even if your training and skills are 
directly related to your business and you have years of experience, you tend to 
believe that a consultant who has no knowledge whatsoever about your chosen 
field holds the key to your success. Follow his or her advice, and your business 
will be just fine. But do not hesitate to hire business help when you falter in 
any way on your own. 

Black mailing by creating fear and threatening suicide is not uncom-
mon in society. Many are put into fear through predictions based on as-
trology and numerology. Close examination may lead to the feeling that 
the world runs on fear [psychosis].

[CGS]
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Media Line

Ask any student to name a few fa-
mous personalities from the domain 
of Communications. You may hear 
the names of Marconi, Shannon, and 
Fourier, but not Marshall McLuhan.  

The medium is the message is a 
pithy saying attributed to the Cana-
dian media theorist Marshall McLu-
han. This cryptic and enigmatic 
phrase was articulated by the author 
in his famous book Understanding 
Media: The Extensions of Man. The 
book received copious acclaim while it also attracted a fair share of brick-
bats.  The author’s earlier book The Gutenberg Galaxy, described how 
changes in communication technologies (the printing press, for exam-
ple) altered people's mental model of the outside world. As a seminal 
thinker McLuhan has been bracketed alongside Newton, Darwin, Freud 
and Einstein while others have referred to him as “annoying”. The author 
had called himself an "intellectual thug." Paul Levinson, however, ruled 
that "People who don't like McLuhan in the academic world are either 
lazy, stupid, jealous, or some combination." Instead of prosaic, linear and 
reasonable ways of looking at the world, McLuhan chose to look at the 
world in a poetic, metaphoric way. He was not intimidated by available 
facts; instead he chased new terrains.
Communication style reveals personality

Technological aspects of communication such as protocols, and 
modulation schemes have been widely researched and documented. But 
communication in its virgin form has a sociological component too. The 
language we use while talking on the phone differs from the language 
while talking face to face. The language we use in the social media sites is 
different from the language we use while writing an essay for a scientific 

The Medium is the Message  
The McLuhan Thought
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Improve your concentration.
Use reasoning and fill each row, 
column and 3 x 3 grid in bold 
borders with each of the digits 

from 1 to 9.
Solution on page 31 

EKL Sudoku 105  
[Hard]

6 5 3
2 7

3 1 9
8 9 2 6 1
3 9
4 9 7 3 6

4 6 9
2 4

5 8 7

journal. A sports commentary on the TV is different from the one over 
the radio. We have region specific accents of the same language. IT profes-
sionals, doctors, bankers, railway officials, and airline staff have their own 
vocabulary, embedding the jargon of their respective profession. Thus our 
communication style identifies our individual personality, our nationality, 
our profession and so on. 

During the early days of the written medium, reading happened in 
private, leading to individualization. The advent of electronic media has 
brought society to the collective state. The phrase Global Village was coined 
by McLuhan in this context, because news from all over the world is in-
stantaneously made available to every individual.
Horses for courses

An advertisement for a food processor is not as effective in the print 
medium as it is on TV; similarly excerpt from a forthcoming book by 
a celebrity author is better appreciated by reading on a print medium 
than being scrolled on a TV screen. We react in different ways when 
we read about an earthquake in the print and when we see visuals on 
the TV screen. While the print medium may evoke identical reactions 
in two people, the visual medium may impact different individuals 
differently. The medium may evoke sadism in one and altruism in an-
other.  McLuhan proposed that the medium modifies our senses when 
processing the received message.
Media as Extensions of people

The word “medium” is not to be understood in a narrow sense of de-
noting printed matter or television visuals. Media are to be understood as 
“extensions” of people and we should realize that they cause deep behav-
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ioural changes.The cricket bat in the hands of a batsman is a medium. 
It is his extended arm. A water hose is a medium because it extends our 
hand’s reach to spray water over a larger area. Similarly speech extends our 
thoughts to the outside world. People actually see a reflection of them-
selves in their devices (not just physically as in selfie but beyond that). 
In that sense, a child born with smartphones and tablets around her will 
evolve in ways different from one who acquired these at the age of 50. The 
electronic calculator has numbed the capacity to do simple mental arith-
metic.This shows that the affinity to media can insulate and deactivate 
parts of the central nervous system. 

A typical middle class citizen is indifferent to politics and never at-
tends election rallies. However he chooses to listen to election speeches 
on Television. It is the medium which brought the behavioural change. 
One cannot make travel/hotel reservations online if one did not have a 
credit card and a mobile phone number. The experience of making a res-
ervation (message) has been conditioned by credit card (medium). We are 
often distracted away from websites that are cluttered and organized in a 
haphazard fashion. Even if the message in the website is brilliant, it fails 
to reach the intended audience because of poor packaging. Good hotels 
pay as much care in presenting the food attractively as in making the food. 
These are all manifestations of “The medium is the message”, but these are 
superficial examples. The import of the pithy phrase is much deeper. 
Medium as early warning system

Marshall McLuhan was concerned with the observation that we tend 
to focus on the obvious and also in silos. We tend to develop the “boil-
ing frog” syndrome. We miss the long-term structural changes in our be-
haviour that are introduced in a subtle way. We are aware of the major 
attributes of new innovations and we are fully educated about their core 
functions. It is only after a period of time we identify certain “side effects” 
that were not obvious earlier.  These surprises emerge as a result of a dy-
namic interplay of hard technical parameters (which we understand well) 
and soft societal parameters such as caste, religion, and language which 
we ignore during product/service design. The set of societal parameters is 
not fixed but changes from time to time and place to place. Incentives for 
school enrolment that worked in the 70’s may not work today; incentives 
that work in Kerala may not work in Maharashtra. 

McLuhan postulated that a "message" is, "the change of scale or pace 
or pattern that a new invention or innovation introduces into human 
affairs."A drama seen in a theatre with people acting live on the stage pro-
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duces an attitudinal change among the audience which is not the same 
when the same content is seen on a TV. Sociologists advocate street plays 
to spread messages such as tobacco abuse, family planning, polio vac-
cination and so on. A multimedia based literacy program found ready 
acceptance when the screen saver showed local art to which the learn-
ers could easily relate. It is the medium that enables, enhances, acceler-
ates or extends the message.

Every medium (technology, for example) exercises influence over 
its users. Some influences are obviously visible in the short-term while 
others are more subtle and play out over long-term. “Medium is the 
message” draws our attention to the effects and enables early action 
where necessary. We need not wait until the bad effects reach an ir-
reversible scale.  Our failure to realize the undesirable side effects of 
Internet has resulted in a new genre of crime known as cybercrime.
“Medium is the Message” – then and now

The Indian wisdom tradition had placed the teacher (guru) ahead 
of God in the order of respect because it is the guru (medium) who 
reveals God (message). Elsewhere in the traditional scriptures we find 
statements to the effect that the observer and the observed are the 
same. It is through the observer (medium) that the observed (message) 
comes into view. We say “There is no sun” whenever we see clouds in 
the sky.  Has the sun disappeared from its position? No. In fact, it is 
because of the sun we are able to see the clouds! In other words, the 
cloud has not covered the sun. Cloud is the medium that has indeed 
revealed the message “Sun”.  

Businesses cannot afford to ignore the transformative power of the 
media in influencing societal behaviour. Creative artists, publishers, 
and advertisers need to coevolve their strategies with technology. All 
social changes have an embedded media element in their evolution. 
The Jan Dhan scheme of the government is a medium that embeds the 
message of financial inclusivity. The CCTV camera in a public place is 
a medium that embeds the message of deterrence against crime.  Ex-
ecutive Knowledge Lines as a medium does not convey the message 
of Authenticity, Brevity and Clarity but embodies them.

The import behind medium is the message has had a long ges-
tation period to sink into our mind. Marshall McLuhan indeed 
belongs to the genre of visionaries who think ahead of their times.

[R Narayanan]
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Info Line

(This is a 2 – Part article, supplementary and complementary to the artic-
le series ‘Information Explosion, The Challenge’)

Today is Emily’s review day. Emily is seated in front of her boss in his 
office. Her boss is going through her performance record. Emily’s mind ra-
ces back to the last review held 6 months ago. Her boss was very unhappy 
with her work at that time and she was about to be given the pink slip. But 
knowing that Emily is capable and sincere, he gave her one more chance 
to better her performance. Emily is engrossed in thoughts: ‘What is he 
going to say this time? Will I be asked to quit? What will happen to my career?’  
Anxiety grips her and she is not at her best to confront her boss. By this 
time, her boss asks her to present what she thinks as the highlights of her 
achievement in about 5 minutes. Emily being engrossed in her thoughts 
did not clearly grasp what her boss is saying. Somewhat confused, Emily 
asks: ‘I didn’t get you, sir. You once again want me to make a presentation of 
my project? ’ Emily is intelligent and capable, but what is happening to her 
now? This is a familiar situation for all of us. Even though Emily is phy-
sically in the review, her attention is mainly on her inner thoughts. She is 
living in her inner world, and is not fully aware of what is happening in her 
immediate environment. 

When we are awake our conscious mind is active. Wayde Gilchrist 
writes in his book ‘Dream Interpretation’: ‘Most people think of them-
selves as their conscious mind. We normally refer to the activities of our 
conscious mind as our thoughts. Through our thoughts we choose what 
we want…. Our feelings are what really determine how we live our life and 
they do not come from the conscious mind. Even though they come from 
the subconscious, we experience our feelings when we are awake becau-
se the subconscious is active all the time. However the conscious mind 
stops being active when we go to sleep’ [1]. William James, the American 
psychologist, coined the term ‘stream of consciousness’ as the continuous 
flow of ideas, thoughts and feelings forming the content of an individual’s 
consciousness. 

Where Is Your Attention?
Engaging Fully In Life – Part 1
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When we are awake we can choose to focus our attention on our inner 
thoughts. When our attention is fully and continuously on the conscious 
stream of thoughts and feelings, we experience or live in our inner (inter-
nal) world. Or, we can choose to focus our attention on the external world. 
When our attention is focused fully and continuously on the external en-
vironment we are fully experiencing or living in the external world. But, 
matters are not that simple as either focusing only on the inner thoughts or 
external world. We are accustomed to quickly switch our attention from one 
thing to another, engaging in fleeting moments of incomplete experiences in 
each one of them, giving us an impression of having mixed experiences, as if 
attention is shared concurrently by different things. In such situations we are 
not engaging exclusively in any one of the experiences. Partly here, partly there 
and, perhaps, eventually nowhere! Let us look into this aspect in a little 
more detail. 

How do we engage in the external world? Obviously, by using our 
senses to perceive and experience the external world – because sensory 
organs are the only windows we have to connect with the external world! 
Even if our sensory organs are ‘on’ and are exposed to the stimuli from the 
external environment, unless our attention is linked to those sensations we 
will not get connected to the external environment. If we are engaging in 
the world with our attention partly or fully on our thoughts and feelings 
running through our consciousness, sometimes called as inner thoughts, 
then we are not fully engaging in the external world. Nevertheless almost 
all of us have this type of behavior in varying degrees with the exception 
of a miniscule number of lucky ones. This is mostly an acquired repetitive 
behavior pattern developed through erratic learning and driven mainly by 
our past experiences mixed with beliefs, desires and expectations. The na-
ture of these inner thoughts are exclusive and unique to the individual and 
they can have innumerable shades and possibilities. Illustrative examples 
of a few common categories of distractive inner thoughts: (i) Internal dia-
logues or inner monologues#; (ii) Thoughts about the future – like, ‘what 
is going to happen….’, ‘will I succeed in…’ and so on; (iii) Past incidents 
or experiences.  Sample situation – You have come to participate in an 
important social get together. But your attention remains mostly focused 
on your internal thoughts recollecting over and over again the pleasant 
interactions you had with your fiancée the other day, or (iv) Daydream-
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ing or simply imagining things, etc. It is very important to note that inner 
thoughts, whatever they might be, will have to necessarily emerge from the 
information that are already there in our memory. We cannot know any-
thing we do not know or we do not have it in our memory. Memory recalls 
are usually certain replay clips of experiences available in the memory at 
time of recall, rather than isolated or individual thoughts having cognitive 
components alone, i.e., devoid of affective and connotative components. 
As such they will always be mixed with positive or negative attitudes, feel-
ings or emotions of varying intensities, depending on the nature of our 
inner thoughts. Some of these replay clips can induce extreme anxiety, fear, 
sadness, shame, guilt and the like emotions, to the levels of incapacitating 
a person or leading to apathy. In all the above described behaviors our at-
tention gets scattered, negatively impacting the effectiveness, efficacy and 
efficiency of engaging in the world. Our sensory organs are ‘on’, but our 
attention is not linked to them fully as its focus is partly or fully on our 
thoughts and feelings running through our consciousness at that moment. 
Our conscious mind is separating us from the rest of the world. 

{# When our mind goes into a chattering mode, incessantly judging, 
comparing and describing, that mode of thinking is often called as ‘internal 
dialogues’. Internal dialogues originate from attempts of the brain to inter-
pret past experiences logically with rules – we build memory with rules 
and continuously keep recalling them which creates the chattering. To cite 
some common examples: They may be self-criticisms, self-judgements or 
even unkind comments about one’s ‘self ’, like ‘I should not have done that 
way’, ‘It is the only way of doing it’, or ‘I am a good for nothing guy’. Its origins 
can be traced to brain’s attempt to protect ourselves and to help us keep 
emotionally secure and happy. The downside is that it always takes us away 
from the present moment, as we are engrossed in our internal dialogue. 
Most of the people identify themselves with their internal dialogue as ‘it is 
them’ and behave that way. They are not aware of the fact that their mind is 
simply chattering. If one is able to recognize their internal dialogue as they 
are, then it may be possible to reprogram the mind to quiet them down. 
For more details see [2]}.
[1]Dream Interpretation, Wayde Gilchrist, 2009, The Idea Store Inc.
[2]http://www.pathwaytohappiness.com/writings_voice_in_head.htm
(To be concluded in the next issue of EKL)

[Dr H. Ganesh, CA, USA]
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Tech Line

Looking Back at EKL

3D-printed  Home
Chinese Feat

A  manufacturing company - The 
Zhuoda Group - in China just success-
fully  3D-printed an entire  200 square 
meter home  and then assembled the 
structure in just three hours. A roomy 
living room, a functional kitchen, and 
a large upstairs balcony were the high-
lights. The company filed 22 patents for 
the structure’s technology, but did not 
disclose the details about the materials it used during the build.

While construction of the home took roughly three hours to com-
plete, the entire process required only 10 days from the beginning of 
printing to the installation of the final module. In all, The Zhuoda 
Group printed six modules — comprised of a bathroom, living room, 
kitchen, bedroom, etc. — out of materials sourced from industrial and 
agricultural waste. Furthermore, each module in the home is suppos-
edly capable of enduring high-magnitude earthquakes, thanks to the 
fact the rooms each bear weight individually. Also the printed modules 
are fire and water proof, and remain void of harmful substances like 
radon or ammonia.

[Source:http://www.digital trends.com/cool-tech/chinese-company-con-
structs-3d-printed-home-in-three-hours/#ixzz3gmDWasXT]

• Guava: A Health-packed Fruit – EKL June 2012

• Restless Legs Syndrome: Dealing with the Creepies and Crawlies  
      – EKL Jan. 2013

• Go Vertical!: For More Parking Space – EKL Aug. 2013

• Smart Buildings: For an Energy Efficient Future – EKL Oct. 2013

• Space Debris: The Junk Up There – EKL Aug. 2014
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Food Line

Meat and Dairy Products 
Now from Plants

Livestock uses around 30% of the world’s ice-free landmass and pro-
duces 14.5% of all greenhouse-gas emissions, as per United Nations. Mak-
ing meat also requires supplying animals with vast amounts of water and 
food: in the United States producing 1kg of live animal weight typically 
requires 10kg of feed for beef, 5kg for pork and 2.5kg for poultry. Yet be-
tween now and 2050, the world’s population is expected to rise from 7.2 
billion to over 9 billion people—and the appetite for meat to grow along 
with it. To keep up with demand, food production will need to increase 
significantly. “Animal farming is absurdly destructive and completely un-
sustainable. Yet the demand for meat and dairy products is going up,” says 
Patrick Brown, founder of  a start-up, Impossible Foods, based in  Silicon 
Valley. It plans to develop plant-based meat and cheese imitations.

It is a big challenge, but also an economic opportunity. If we can find 
a way to use plant protein instead of animal protein there will be saving 
in water and all sorts of other inputs involved—which translates to saving 
money.

But the problem lies in many people shunning vegetables and prefer-
ring to eat meat or dairy products. Dr Brown and others think the solution 
is to mimic the taste of meat and other animal-derived foods with plants 
and take the animal out of the equation. In theory at least, there would 
be plenty of food for everyone and fewer resources needed to produce it. 
“We’re reinventing the entire system of transforming plants into meat and 
milk,” he says. Other startups have similar aspirations. For example, Be-
yond Meat, which makes plant-based chicken strips and beef “crumbles”, 
is already selling its products in stores and  Hampton Creek, sells eggless 
mayonnaise.

This new approach is different in that the startups are not targeting 
the small percentage of the population who largely live on a plant-based 
diet already. They are after people who love meat and dairy products, and 
that means replicating the meaty, cheesy or creamy flavours and textures 
that so many people crave. “We want to have a product that a burger lover 
would say is better than any burger they’ve ever had,” says Dr Brown.

This is also different from “growing” meat in a laboratory using tissue 
engineering, which involves culturing cells taken from live animals.  
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Even though introducing a new food category is risky as it takes a lot of time 
and money, already this  business has attracted a fair share of famous venture-
capital firms and investors, including Kleiner Perkins, Google Ventures, An-
dreessen Horowitz, Khosla Ventures, Bill Gates and others. “If we can provide 
[plant-based] food that’s healthier, tastes equal to better, at an equal to 
lower cost, it’ll go everywhere,” says Khosla’s Samir Kaul. If the companies 
they are backing succeed, the returns could be massive. The US beef in-
dustry alone is worth $88 billion. And even for condiments, such as may-
onnaise, the market totals $2 billion. Still, not everyone is bullish on the 
prospects. These are high-risk endeavours and some of them might fail, 
cautions financial experts. And the big question is: “Is the consumer ready 
for some of these products?"

[Courtesy: Silicon Valley-funded Start-ups]

According to a 1999 study by the Natural Resources Defense Council 
(NRDC),  a New York City-based, non-profit international environmental 
advocacy group,  bottled water,  on average,  costs between 240 and 10,000 
times more than tap water in the United States. In 1990, a gallon of bottled 
water,   cost 90 cents, whereas 500 gallons of tap water cost only 80 cents.

The study was conducted in light of the growing demand for bottled water 
in the U.S.   About one-third of Americans are believed to drink bottled wa-
ter on a regular basis. The NRDC has discovered that not only does bottled 
water cost much more than tap water, it is not necessarily better or safer than 
tap water. In fact, some "bottled water" is in fact just bottled tap water. Nearly 
one-third of the 103 brands of bottled water tested by the NRDC were found 
to be contaminated with bacteria or chemicals. The regulations applied to tap 
water appear to be stricter than the regulations applied to bottled water in 
many states in the United States.

Moreover, bottled water is not always superior to tap water in essential 
minerals like calcium and magnesium. Environmentalists are also proponents 
of tap water since all plastic bottles used for bottled water are not recycled.

More about bottled water:
• There are about 600 different brands of bottled water in the US.
• At least 80% of plastic bottles are not recycled; they end up in landfills.
• Bundanoon City in Australia banned bottled water in 2009. The city has 

been using water fountains since then.

Bottled Water  vs.  Tap  Water       
The U.S. Scenario
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Info Line

 Information Explosion 
The Challenge _ Part 45

"The belief that we can rely on shortcuts to happiness, joy, rapture, comfort, 
and ecstasy, rather than be entitled to these feelings by the exercise of personal 
strengths and virtues, leads to legions of people who, in the middle of great 
wealth, are starving spiritually'' – Martin Seligman, Director of Positive 

Psychology Center, University of Pennsylvania

[14.6] Dependence, Interdependence – The meaning and implications of 
these terms have been explained in some detail in section [14.4], Part – 44. 
Dependence is looked down as a negative personality trait (weakness?) in 
the civilized world. However, take note that Guideline [14] is not advocat-
ing dependence. Universal interconnectedness is the theme of Guideline 
[14]. Universal interdependence is one of the attributes of universal inter-
connectedness. Whether you like it or not, universal interconnectedness 
is the reality. Recall from Part – 43 that when you try to live a life as an 
individual disconnecting and isolating yourself  from the realities of the 
world, i.e., ignoring the universal interconnectedness and going against the 
orderliness of nature, you invite only sufferings. To regain real joy, peace of 
mind and fulfilment in your life and to realize your true potential and to 
live a wholesome life, you should first learn to live in harmony with nature 
and should promote a lifestyle that nurtures universal interconnectedness. 
Consider this: Modern man is hopelessly and senselessly dependent on IT 
applications. At least a significant number of them are meant only to serve 
the selfish interests and to satisfy the ego of individuals. No one feels bad 
about this dependence at any time and do not consider it as a personality 
weakness. On the contrary many feel very proud of it. What is happening 
to the judgement function of human consciousness?  

[14.7] Jack Kornfield, American Clinical Psychologist and Buddhist 
monk said: “If your compassion does not include yourself, it is incomplete”. 
We should not confuse ‘self-compassion’ with self-centeredness. Frederick 
Buechner, the famous American writer and theologian, explains what ‘love 
for oneself ’ means: “Love yourself, not in the egocentric, self-serving sense, but 
love yourself the way you would love your friend in the sense of taking care 
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EKL Sudoku 105
Solution

6 9 4 8 7 1 5 3 2
5 1 3 9 2 4 7 6 8
2 8 7 3 5 6 1 9 4
8 7 9 2 6 3 4 5 1
3 6 1 4 8 5 2 7 9
4 2 5 1 9 7 3 8 6
7 4 6 5 1 9 8 2 3
9 3 2 7 4 8 6 1 5
1 5 8 6 3 2 9 4 7

of yourself, nourishing yourself, trying to understand, comfort and strengthen 
yourself”. Modern psychological investigations strongly support the above 
statements and confirm the life changing power of self-compassion – be-
ing kind to oneself with loving care, particularly in instances of perceived 
inadequacy, failure or general suffering. 

Illustration: To understand the need to be compassionate to oneself, 
first consider how we are not – how we inflict pain and injury to our-
selves everyday 24X7X365, physically and mentally. This is an extensively 
researched area in clinical psychology and psychiatry confirming that in 
countless ways, all of us, are unconsciously hurting and injuring ourselves, 
all the time, all through our life. Self-hatred and self-hurting behavior are 
commonly found dispositions in most people, albeit in varying intensi-
ties. For example shame and guilt are two extremely powerful emotions 
which can drive a person to resort to self-destructive measures. We fail to 
accept and to come to terms with ourselves. Self-hatred gets reflected in 
our behavior as anger and hatred towards others. We find it hard to uncon-
ditionally love others as we do not do it for ourselves. We cannot forgive 
others for the injustice, unpleasant deeds or harm they have done to us. We 
needlessly keep bearing the burden of rancor, in the process only harming 
ourselves! To correct this self-destructive behavior, we need to learn to be 
compassionate to ourselves, forgive ourselves. “Lack of forgiveness causes all 
of our self-sabotaging behavior” says Mark Victor Hansen, American moti-
vational speaker, writer and entrepreneur.

In very many ways we unnecessarily and carelessly and more often de-
liberately, hurt ourselves physically too. A few examples; irregular eating 
habits or overeating, cigarette smoking, drinking, engaging in non-produc-
tive or wasteful online activities at late nights and beyond mid-night de-
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priving oneself of a good night’s rest and sleep and so on. The distinguished 
American psychiatrist and author, Dr Daniel Gregory Amen says that the 
most abused of all the organs in modern times is our brain. We inflict inju-
ries to our nervous system in the most senseless and foolish ways, and keep 
doing it continuously even after knowing that we are harming ourselves. 
Senseless overindulgence in IT applications without any real end benefits 
or productive gains, is one such activity to which the modern man is hope-
lessly addicted. Such activities give minor and major bouts of fleeting and 
irresistible sensual pleasures, compelling the users to keep doing what they 
are doing, again and again and continuously, and eventually hooking them 
into the vicious circle of habit formation – just as it is in the case of dopa-
mine charged behavior of substance addicts. 

When we say we will have to be compassionate to ourselves or forgive 
ourselves, they are not just simple affirmations or wishful thinking like ‘I 
love myself ’ or ‘I am kind to myself ’ or ‘I forgive myself ’, but is a process 
of becoming to be realized through a set of actions. For example, the very first 
step in the process of forgiveness is acknowledging and accepting ourselves 
as we are with all our strengths and weaknesses. For most of us, this is going 
to be a next to impossible task due to several reasons. Practicing relaxation 
techniques as detailed in the earlier sections along with ACT (Acceptance 
Commitment Therapy), a group of mental exercises developed on the lines 
of mindfulness, should be of great help to clear the mind off from the 
self-hurting thoughts and to heal the injured body and mind. Incidentally, 
ACT trains the mind to be compassionate to oneself. For an introductory 
description of ACT see [1], [2]. 

Everett Worthington Jr., Professor of Psychology at Virginia Common-
wealth University and a licensed clinical psychologist, has been conducting 
research on forgiveness since 1990. His studies prove that those who keep 
bearing rancor and are not able to forgive themselves are at a very high risk 
of having various diseases including stress-related disorders like cardiovas-
cular diseases and depression and a host of other illnesses. On the other 
hand learning to forgive oneself heals the mind and body if the person is 
already suffering from those diseases. More importantly practicing forgive-
ness along with other routine mental exercises is essential for preserving 
the mental health for reasons indicated above, …… regardless of if one is  
suffering from any disease or not. Routine practice acts  as a powerful tonic 
for the body and mind. Prof. Everett describes a five step process to forgive-
ness which he has named as REACH [3]. ‘Forgiveness carries tremendous 
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health and social benefits’ is the comment on the review of Everett’s book by 
Greater Good Science Center, Berkeley.    
[1]http://www.actmindfully.com.au/upimages/Dr_Russ_Harris_-_A_

Nontechnic-  al _ Overview_of_ACT.pdf
[2] ACT Made Simple, Dr Russ Harris, 2009, New Harbinger Publica-

tions
[3] Steps to REACH Forgiveness and to Reconcile, Worthington Everett, 

2008, Pearson Learning Solutions
(To be continued)

[Dr H. Ganesh, CA, USA]

Artificial Skylight
A Technology Breakthrough

During the winter months, most of us long for  more sun rays hitting 
our windows. Now there's a solution  that creates the illusion of summer 
in any room of the house at any time of year. Designed by the Italian com-
pany,  CoeLux, the  $61,000 artificial skylight mimics the appearance of 
the sun and sky. 

The look-alike skylight was invented by Paolo Di Trapiani, a profes-
sor at Insubria University in Como, Italy, who has  an  obsession with the 
visual effect of the sun and the sky, and a dedication to the notion that we 
are not built to live in dark boxes. Based on this,  the scientists have devel-
oped this artificial skylight further to create realistic looking natural light 
for spaces that don’t have windows or access to sunlight. They figured out 
how to use a thin coating of nanoparticles to accurately simulate sunlight 
through Earth’s atmosphere and the effect known as Rayleigh scattering. 
It’s not just the color temperature that’s the same — the quality of the light 
feels the same as well.

 Here are some highlights:  
• CoeLux’s artificial skylight, mimicking the appearance of the sun and 

sky, features a solid layer of nanoparticles that produce Rayleigh scatter-
ing that causes the sky to appear blue, for example

• When wavelengths of blue light travel through the atmosphere they are 
scattered by other particles 

• CoeLux also creates an illusion of depth to make the 'sun' appear far 
away

• Technology mimics light from Tropics, Mediterranean and northern 
Europe

• Prices start  from $61,000 plus  $7,600 for installation.

Tech Line
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 EKL in Transition to Digital Domain
Dear well-wishers of EKL,

W e are now living in  the  Digital Era. More and more  domains 
of activity are in th e process of  transition ing to the digital format.  
EKL is no exception ; foreseeing this change early,  we had  launched 
our digital version starting  right  from the first issue of August 2005, 
in parallel with the print edition. Already a good number of readers 
are receiving EKL in digital format every month through their email.  

All over the World ,  magazines are switching over to electronic or 
online editions, stopping the print editions  completely.

Though EKL has no immediate plan of stopping the print version, 
we would like to prepare our  readers to ultimately move to online 
edition as early as possible. The advantages are many: Cost of one  year 
subscription  for online edition is a meagre Rs 150 compared to Rs 400 for 
the print version.

 Here is an attractive proposal to our valued readers:

You  can switch over to online edition of EKL by sending a request 
to us by email or post and we will convert your print subscription to 
online within  two months. Most likely, you may not be required to 
pay any money now, as adjusting the balance amount, if available 
in your account,  may be adequate for some  months.

 email: eklines@gmail.com
 Postal address:

Manager, EKL
Knowledge House
Mathrubhumi Road, 
Trivandrum 695 035
Ph: 0471 2472928

 Looking forward to hear from our valued subscribers about this proposal,

With Best Wishes
EKL Team
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Goods and Service Tax (GST), expected to be in place from next 
financial year, is undoubtedly the most revolutionary tax reform which 
would have a huge impact on the business climate in India and be a giant 
leap towards making India a single common market for goods & services. 
1. Why GST ? 

In order to avoid multiple taxes and levies by Central and State 
governments like Central excise, Service tax, State VAT, Entry tax, CST, 
Purchase tax etc and to bring common tax for all goods and services supplied.
2. What is the taxation structure under GST ? 

India would follow Dual system of GST which has CGST (Central 
Goods & Service tax) levied by Centre and SGST (State Goods and 
service Tax) levied by State. On all Interstate of Supply of goods & services, 
IGST (Inter State Goods & Services) will be levied and collected by the 
Central government and shall be divided among the states in a manner to 
be provided by the Parliament. After Enactment of GST, States which did 
not levy tax on services earlier would be empowered in collecting taxes on 
services which will bolster their revenue.
3. What is Rate of Tax ?

 Rates of taxes in GST regime is yet to be decided. However Rajya 
Sabha Select panel has on July 22nd  submitted a report to cap the GST 
rate at 20% for standard rate and 14% for reduced rate.
4. What is the impact on Price of Goods ?

Since there would not be tax on tax as multiple taxes is avoided, 
there would a reduction in final price and hence would improve the 
competitiveness of the market.
5. Are there any goods which are outside GST ? 

As of now alcoholic liquor and other narcotic drugs, Petrol and natural gas are 
not under the purview of GST.
6. Is there any financial impact for States ? 

The states which stand to lose revenue shall be compensated fully by 
the Centre for 5 years.
7. What are the concerns of the Business ? 

The existence of 1% additional tax on interstate supply of goods, the 
system which would be in place for administration of tax, the eventual tax 
rate which would be prescribed and also whether new products which are 
now exempted would be brought under GST.

[Devkumar.P.G, Chartered Accountant
dev.vattathara@gmail.com]

GST
Much Awaited Tax Reform in India

Tax Line
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In Forthcoming Issues

According to a 2007 study of 30 different cities from around the 
world  by the University of Hertfordshire and the British Council, people 
today walk 10% faster than they did 10 years ago. From the study  it was 
discovered that an average pedestrian walks 3.5 miles (5.6 kilometers) per 
hour. In a similar study done in 1997 it was found that pedestrians walked 
an average of 2.97 to 3.27 miles (4.7 to 5.2 kilometers) per hour. This 
means that the average walking speed in cities have increased about 10% 
within a decade.

The walking rates measured by the study did vary from city to city. Pe-
destrians in Singapore, Copenhagen and Madrid walked the fastest. New 
York City surprisingly came in eighth on the list of cities with the speedi-
est walkers. Pedestrians of the African country Malawi were discovered to 
walk the slowest among those observed in the study, about one third of the 
speed of those in Singapore.

Some experts are concerned about the increase of walking pace, con-
sidering it to be a measure for the pace of city life. They argue that faster 
living, high stress, poor diet and greater use of technology in metropolitan 
areas may increase the risk of health problems such as heart attacks.

People Walk Faster Now
Singapore Pedestrians Lead

Walking Line

• Saltwater Lamps: Creating Revolution in Lighting

• Advanced Metals: Gaining Ground in Lightweight Vehicles

• Green Internet: Powering the Internet with renewable energy

•  Dangers of Exercise Equipment: Need for safety precautions  

• Surrogate Endpoint: A bio-marker intended to substitute for a 
clinical endpoint  
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A Quick Look
In this column we take a quick look at some world renowned books & 

magazines and select a few noteworthy sentences, which are given under 
the title: Miscellany...The selection is based on brevity, simplicity,  style, 
information content etc.              

Next, we present pointers to certain most relevant articles appear-
ing in leading magazines like The Economist, TIME, FORTUNE, SPEC-
TRUM, Harvard Business Review, SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN, THE FUTURIST,  
NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC etc. 

Finally, the highlights of some classic books are also included. Readers 
are also  welcome to send similar items to be included in future issues of 
EKL for the benefit of other readers. (email: eklines@gmail.com)

                                                        - Editorial Team

Art ic les

Misce l lany. . .

 A Sentinel for Space: To protect Earth from hazardous aster-
oids… we must first find them.
Sentinel is the first space telescope dedicated to asteroid hunting. 

During six and half years of operation, it will be able to spot more than 
500,000  orbiting in the vicinity of Earth. Not only this  rapid rate of 
detection could reveal serious threats to the planet, it could also give 
the humankind living in a cosmic shooting gallery, enough advance 
notice to do something about it.
Magazine: IEEE Spectrum  May 2015
 Can Biogen Beat the Memory Thief? 

Of  the leading causes of death, Alzheimer’s disease is the only one 
for which there is no way to prevent it, cure it or slow its progression. 
Biogen, a Cambridge, Mass., drug maker, has come out with ‘aduca-
numab’ , an Alzheimer’s  drug, now under trial with promising results 
- capable of significantly removing the brain plaques associated with 
the disease and slowing the cognitive decline suffered by the patients.
Magazine: FORTUNE  May 1, 2015

• As we gain access to ever greater troves of information, it becomes harder 
and harder to find the meaning within the mass.

• Barcelona’s is drawing on its long tradition of fostering creativity to be-
come the world capital of prototyping - the city where the technological 
pioneers of the age of Big Data go to test and develop cutting-edge ideas 
in a supportive, real-world metropolis.

• The dawn of the planet of the  smartphones  came in January 2007, when Steve 
Jobs, Apple’s chief executive,  in front of a rapt audience of Apple acolytes, bran-
dished a slab of plastic, metal and silicon not much bigger than a Kit Kat.
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Books 

 Sense & Nonsense in Corporate Finance
 Author: Louis Lowenstein
 Publisher:  Addison-Wesley, 1992

The man who predicted the economic disasters 
of the go-go '80s tells corporate managers how 
to survive in the difficult '90s. In a concise, no-
nonsense style, Lowenstein takes the mystery out 
of corporate finance and replaces it with a large 
dose of good sense.

 Ethics for Journalists
  Author: Richard Keeble
  Published by: Routledge, 2001
Ethics for Journalists tackles many of the 

issues which journalists face in their everyday 
lives - from the media's supposed obsession 
with sex, sleaze and sensationalism, to issues of 
regulation and censorship. Its accessible style and 
question and answer approach highlights the relevance of ethical issues 
for everyone involved in journalism, both trainees and professionals, 
whether working in print, broadcast or new media.
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Ultra-stable Microscopy
To Track 3D movement of  Molecules

Researchers at JILA (Joint Insti-
tute for Laboratory Astrophysics), a 
partnership of the National Institute 
of Standards and Technology (NIST) 
and the University of Colorado at 
Boulder, USA,  have designed a mi-
croscope instrument so stable that it 
can accurately measure the 3D move-
ment of individual molecules over many hours—hundreds of times longer 
than the current limit measured in seconds.

The technology was designed to track the machinery of biological cells, 
down to the tiniest bits of DNA, a single “base pair” of nucleotides among 
the three billion of these chemical units in human genes. And the instru-
ment could be useful well beyond biology, biochemistry, and biophysics, 
perhaps in manufacturing.

“This technology can actively stabilize two items relative to each other 
with a precision well below one nanometer at room temperature," JILA/
NIST physicist Tom Perkins says. “This level of 3D stability may start to 
interest the nanomanufacturing world, when they look at making and 
characterizing things on the single-nanometer scale.”

The work builds on JILA’s expertise in measuring positions of micro-
scopic objects. The latest tweaks extend stability for a much longer time 
period, many hours at a time. With the longer observation times, research-
ers can see more successive steps of molecular motors, for instance. These 
biochemical processes are responsible for a broad range of movement in liv-
ing organisms, including moving molecules around the interior of a cell or 
copying DNA into another form of genetic material, RNA. The new JILA 
instrument also can aid in measuring individual proteins as they fold into 
specific positions, a process required for them to work properly.

Until now, researchers had difficulty detecting more than a few indi-
vidual, one-base-pair steps in succession before instrumental “drift” would 

Tech Line
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blur the signal. Observing such sets of repetitive steps is rare. The instru-
ment must be stable to within about one-tenth of a nanometer (1 ang-
strom to biologists, equivalent to the diameter of a hydrogen atom).

Typically, a microscope can only occasionally achieve this level of stabil-
ity. But when augmented by the new JILA measurement platform, it can 
reliably achieve one-tenth of a nanometer stability for up to 100 seconds at 
a time. And it can do this over and over again for extended periods—the 
JILA team operated the system for up to 28 hours straight.

In addition to its high precision and stability, the instrument can detect 
motion over a wide range of time scales, critical for calibrating instruments 
and measuring short-lived states in protein folding. The JILA method can 
be applied to optical trapping techniques, atomic force microscopes, and 
super-resolution imaging.

The method uses two lasers to measure the positions of opposite ends 
of a molecule, or two different objects, based on the intensity of scattered 
light. The scattered light is detected by a common photodiode, and the 
signals are digitized, analyzed, and used to calculate the positions of the 
samples. Crucially, the JILA team verified the stability of the technique by 
using the two lasers to make two separate, independent measurements of a 
single sample. Without this confirmation, researchers can’t determine if it’s 
the sample or the lasers moving, Perkins explains.

The technology  opens the door to measuring the tiniest protein mo-
tions,  Perkins says.

[For details: http://www.nist.gov]

Ivy League Educational Institutions
A group of eight universities in the Northeastern United States that 

are regarded to be the best colleges in the country (or even the world). 
Coined by sports writer Caswell Adams in 1937 as a term for the then-
powerful eastern football league, it originally included Army and Navy 
as well. 

Since then, it is the aspiration of many high school students (and 
their parents) to get an "Ivy League Education".  The eight institutions 
are Brown University, Columbia University, Cornell University, Dartmouth 
College, Harvard University, the University of Pennsylvania, Princeton 
University, and Yale University. The term Ivy League has connotations of 
academic excellence, selectivity in admissions, and social elitism.
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Energy Line

The most efficient photovoltaic cells in use today have a combination of 
semiconductors that are made from rare and expensive elements like gallium 
and indium. One way to lower their manufacturing costs would be to incor-
porate high-efficiency light-gathering plasmonic nanostructures with low-
cost semiconductors like metal oxides. In addition to being less expensive 
to make, the plasmonic nanostructures have optical properties that can be 
precisely controlled by modifying their shape. In other words, the plasmonic 
structures can be tuned to capture light across the entire solar spectrum. 

Although the U.S. solar-energy industry grew by 34% in 2014, funda-
mental technical breakthroughs are needed if the U.S. is to meet its national 
goal of reducing the cost of solar electricity to 6 cents per kilowatt-hour.

In a study, scientists from Rice’s Laboratory for Nanophotonics (LANP) 
describe a new method that solar-panel designers could use to incorporate 
light-capturing nanomaterials into future designs. By applying an innova-
tive theoretical analysis to observations from a first-of-its-kind experimental 
setup, LANP graduate student Bob Zheng and postdoctoral research associ-
ate Alejandro Manjavacas created a methodology that solar engineers can 
use to determine the electricity-producing potential for any arrangement of 
metallic nanoparticles.

LANP researchers study light-capturing nanomaterials, including metal-
lic nanoparticles that convert light into plasmons, waves of electrons that 
flow like a fluid across the particles’ surface. For example, recent LANP plas-
monic research has led to breakthroughs in color-display technology, solar-
powered steam production and color sensors that mimic the eye.

“One of the interesting phenomena that occurs when you shine light on a 
metallic nanoparticle or nanostructure is that you can excite some subset of elec-
trons in the metal to a much higher energy level,” said Zheng,  LANP scientist. 
Scientists call these ‘hot carriers’ or ‘hot electrons.'

Halas, Rice’s Stanley C. Moore Professor of Electrical and Computer En-
gineering said hot electrons are particularly interesting for solar-energy appli-
cations because they can be used to create devices that produce direct current 
or to drive chemical reactions on otherwise inert metal surfaces.

(For details: http://news.rice.edu)

Light-capturing Nanomaterials
 Improve Efficiency of  PV Solar Cells
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Books Scan

Outlook on the Global Agenda 2015
World Economic Forum

 In the coming year, we face a number of di-
verse and significant challenges: growing income 
inequality, heightened geo-strategic tensions, the 
unsustainable use of our planet’s natural resour-
ces and, of course, the climate crisis.

Every year the World Economic Forum taps into the knowledge, ob-
servations and experiences of its Global Agenda Council Members, asking 
them to identify the issues that they believe will have the biggest impact on 
the world over the coming 12 to 18 months. The resulting insights, gathe-
red with the help of the Survey on the Global Agenda, ultimately generate 
the Top 10 Trends shown below - a forecast of the social, economic and 
political flash points that reside on our collective horizon.
Highlights of  some of the Insights:  

At the top of this year’s list is worsening income inequality. As the world’s 
rich continue to accumulate wealth at record rates, the middle class is strug-
gling. Today, the top 1% of the population receives a quarter of the income in 
the United States. Over the last twenty-five years, the average income of the 
top 0.1% has grown twenty times compared to that of the average citizen. Last 
year, this trend ranked second place in the Outlook; this year, it rises to the top.

On-going unemployment concerns, another recurring theme from the 
previous report, have risen to second place - this time in the form of “Per-
sistent jobless growth.” Our economies may be growing, but the number 
of available jobs is largely failing to keep pace. For many, the situation is 
urgent, and popular dissatisfaction at governmental response is reflected 
in two subsequent trends - ‘lack of leadership’ and ‘the weakening of rep-
resentative democracy’, both of which suggest a troubling disconnect be-
tween the public and the authorities who govern them.

Third on the list, rising security concerns around the world threaten the 
stability of states and their citizens. From renewed violence in Gaza to Rus-
sia’s intervention in the Ukraine and the rise of ISIS, geopolitical tensions 
have dominated headlines for much of 2014. Dedicated efforts are being 
taken to diffuse these conflicts, yet it seems all but certain that two related 
trends, ‘Rising geo-strategic competition’ and ‘Intensifying nationalism’, 
will continue to propel global concerns over the next 18 months. 

[Source: http://reports.weforum.org/outlook-global-agenda-2015/]
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Books Scan

At The Helm - A Memoir
Author: V. Krishnamurthy
Published by: Collins Business

V. Krishnamurthy’s work not only benefi-
ted the companies he headed, but also chan-
ged India irrevocably for the better.

This memoir gives a detailed account of the life 
and career of V. Krishnamurthy, a man with mini-
mum formal education who began as a trainee en-
gineer in the Madras Electricity Board in 1945 and rose to become one of the 
most important members of the Planning Commission of India.   

This book is the story of how a boy from the temple town of Karuveli in 
Tamil Nadu starts out as a technician at airfields during the Second World 
War and goes on to script the biggest success stories of young India’s fledgling 
public sector. In 1960, he became part of the Hindustan Electricals (India) 
Ltd., which eventually became BHEL. He became the head of the Trichy unit 
in 1967. This was the era when it was thought that there was no talent in India 
to manage large public sector units and also that the PSUs were not economi-
cally viable.

The author, however, strongly believed that since PSUs were owned by 
the government, they ought to succeed in the purpose for which they were 
created.  

By the 1960s, public sector units (PSUs) were not doing well. Madras 
Fertilizers, which was setting up a factory then, wanted to import a boiler. 
Krishnamurthy, who was GM at BHEL Trichy, offered to make and supply it.  

The matter reached the Union Cabinet and Morarji Desai – then deputy 
prime minister and finance minister - mocked Krishnamurthy, saying the 
public sector had never delivered anything on time. He finally relented only 
after Krishnamurthy staked his job on the timely delivery of the boiler which 
was done and Krishnamurthy retained his job, but more importantly, his suc-
cess went a long way in proving that PSUs could deliver.

His success at Maruti Udyog Ltd proved that India too could produce 
quality cars. In each of his three public sector assignments, he was put in a 
challenging situation. In the case of BHEL he had to save the company from 
disintegration. In Maruti Udyog he was given the responsibility of not just 
manufacturing a car but of modernizing Indian automobile industry itself. 
SAIL was almost a sunset company and he put it back in an exalted position.

He had adopted Five Principles to ensure success.   1. Give importance to 
people and treat them with dignity 2. Constant communication with stake-
holders. 3. Create awareness of productivity and quality 4. Develop a market-
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Journals Scan

The massive volume of   data that humanity 
generates is a new kind of  problem.  In IBM's esti-
mation,  the world generates 2.5 quintillion bytes 
daily.  In another estimate,  Eric Schmidt, former 
CEO of Google, says that every two days humanity 
creates a quantity of data equivalent to the entire  amount created from the 
dawn of time up until 2003.

In this  special Answers Issue, TIME,  embarks on a mission  to explore eve-
rything we never knew  we needed to know - the art of  turning the voluminous 
data into answers.  

Some examples of questions and answers:   
• Why do we laugh?
 Scientists think laughing evolved to promote social group activity - you laugh 

30 times as much when you're with others.
• Why do we scar?
 We can grow only 1 mm of epithelial tissue a day to seal our wounds, so our 

bodies hurriedly release collagen  to patch the skin.
More questions:
• What is the most  expensive high school in the world?
• Why does squinting help you see better?
• Which country has the fastest Internet?
• How big is the world's smallest artificial heart?
• What are we most afraid of?
•  Are we alone in the universe?
• What is the healthiest vegetable?
• Can I save the planet by being vegetarian?
• Which came first, the chicken or the egg?
• What does space smell like?
• How does art work?
• How do fetuses breathe?

TIME
The Answers Issue
 6-13 July, 2015

ing and customer culture and 5. Constant up-gradation of technological status 
of the company.

Government of India recognized him with a sequence of awards, viz. Pad-
ma Shri (1973), Padma Bhushan (1986), and Padma Vibushan (2007).

Memoirs of administrators are few in India and this is among the best to 
be written. 

[Ashok Sharma]
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Journals Scan

Scientific American
July 2015

A Hidden World of Complex Dark Matter 
Could Be Uncovered - A discussion topic in 
this issue.

The beautiful spinning pinwheel of the Andro-
meda galaxy, our celestial neighbor, poses a myste-
ry. The breakneck speed of its rotation cannot be 
explained by applying the known laws of physics 
to the disk's visible matter. By rights, the gravity generated by the galaxy's 
apparent mass should cause the stars in the periphery to move more slowly 
than they actually do. If the visible matter was all there was, Andromeda, 
and nearly all such quickly rotating galaxies, simply should not exist.

Cosmologists believe that some unseen kind of matter—dark mat-
ter—surrounds and permeates Andromeda and other galaxies, adding 
the necessary gravitational force to keep them spinning as observed. Dark 
matter, which appears to contribute about 25 percent of the universe's 
mass, would also explain other aspects of the cosmos, including the excee-
dingly fast motion of galaxies within clusters of galaxies, the distribution 
of matter arising when two clusters collide and the observation of gravita-
tional lensing—the bending of light by gravity - of distant galaxies.  The 
discussion continues...
Other topics covered:
Outshining Silicon
• An upstart material—perovskite—could finally make solar cells that 

are cheaper and more efficient than the prevailing silicon technology
Life at Hell's Gate
•  An astonishing discovery is forcing scientists to reconsider whether life 

can exist in the most extreme places on Earth and in space
What Doesn't Kill You ...
• Chemicals that plants make to ward off pests stimulate nerve cells in 

ways that may protect the brain against diseases such as Alzheimer's 
and Parkinson's

From Wolf to Dog
•    Scientists are racing to solve the enduring mystery of how a large, dan-

gerous carnivore evolved into our best friend
The Whole Universe Catalog
•    Before they die, aging mathematicians are racing to save the Enormous 

Theorem's proof, all 15,000 pages of it, which divides existence four ways
 [Source: EKL Knowledge Centre]
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The Last Word
"I am a father, I am very aware of the things that I'm putting out 
in the world knowing that one day my children will watch the 

work that I've done. I want to be able to stand by it." 
- David Oyelowo 
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